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orewords

Tom Elkins
CEO, PhotoVoice

or close to fifteen years, Photo oice has been delivering 
pro ects which use participatory photography for social 
change. Our pro ects have covered many issues in many 
countries  spanning from fghanistan to imbabwe, 
and addressing topics including political engagement, 
disability, I , gender rights, and many more. 

But we also have a strong portfolio of pro ects from within the 
U  too, and we were delighted to be part of a pro ect helping 
people from different parts of London have their voices 
heard about the current housing crisis affecting so many. 

t Photo oice, we believe in strengthening the capacity 
of our partners and participants in continuing to use 
photography in their work and lives. Working with DPU 

and Citizens U  has been a fantastic opportunity to do 
ust this  to share the knowledge that we have gained 
from our pro ects, and also for us to learn from how others 
are working on this important area. Together we ve been 
able to embed the principles of ethical participation into 
academic research and advocacy pro ects, and I hope 
that this will continue. 

Through this collaboration we ve learnt about the many 
different e periences of people affected by the housing 
crisis. We ve heard what is working, what isn t, and what 
needs to change. I hope that this pro ect provides a 
platform for policy and decision makers to listen to these 
voices, take them into account, and bring about change 
that can provide solutions.

Daniel Lawrence
Head of Politics – City and Islington College
North London Citizens Leadership Group

With the London ayoral elections on the horizon for 
ay , London Citizens saw an ideal opportunity to 

address one of the most pressing issues of our times 
 housing. Citizens U  is a civic alliance of community 

groups from across the country who use their collective 
power to initiate change and hold political decision-makers 
to account. Each alliance conducted its own listening 
e ercise to find out e actly what it means to live in a city 
characterised by unprecedented increases in house prices 
and rent levels that are around twice the national average. 

fter the results of the listening e ercises were discussed, 
a set of policy asks were developed to present to the 
main London mayoral candidates. It is through the 

testimonies of people who are directly affected by policy 
decisions and the increasing numbers of those willing 
to get involved, that the politicians see no option but to 
listen and act.

We are e tremely grateful to the SDP students who 
added an e tra dimension to the listening e ercise 
conducted by -Level students at City and Islington 
College. The presentation and analysis of their findings 
has made the case for radical reform of housing policy 
even clearer. The participatory photography pro ect 
enabled the young people to consider London s housing 
crisis in a creative way, and has made them even more 
determined to bring about change.
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ccess to affordable and secure housing in London has 
become a ma or struggle not only for low-income house-
holds but also for a large numbers of Londoners, from 
social and private renters to first time buyers. 

Inadequate housing supply and high prices have become 
a ma or barrier to homeownership, born out by the fact 
that an average London house now costs , ,  
times the average Londoner s salary of ,  a year 
(National ousing ederation, ). The trend in home-
ownership e perienced a defining shift in  with the 
privatization of public housing and the introduction of the 

ight to Buy scheme. lthough it allowed social renters to 
become homeowners, in reality most of those units were 
sold back to the market. In addition, less social hous-
ing has been constructed in the decades since, with the 
housing stock falling by ,  in -  alone (English 

ousing Survey, ). s a consequence, middle and 
lower-income households find that they no longer have 
the resources to become owner-occupiers, as less and 
less social housing becomes available via new building.  

Since the privatization of social housing, the number of 
social renters has decreased from  to , increas-
ingly forcing tenants to rent through private landlords 
(English ousing Survey,  odkinson, S., Watt, P., 

 ooney, G., ). With prices set by a competitive 
private market, the number of Londoners living in pri-
vately rented properties hit a record high in , lead-
ing to an unstable and uncontrolled rental environment. 
That the number of evictions has increased by  over 
the five years from  is a striking e ample of this 
(Osborne, ). 

With fewer people able to afford private rents or buy a 
house, the situation in London has become dramatic  
there are thousands of people on housing waiting lists, 
an increasing number of homeless people and the high-
est proportion of households claiming housing benefits of 
any region in the U . 

The new ousing and Planning Bill does not seem to ad-
dress many of these problems, as the emphasis has been 
placed on the construction of houses for first-time buy-
ers instead of building affordable rental homes. oreover, 
it has been claimed that the Bill will reduce the security 
of council tenancy and force households with more than 

,  to pay market rent, a move that will considerably 
effect low-income families. 

1.1 Campaigning through Images

uch of the debate around the housing crisis has fo-
cused on economic and planning issues, but very little 
has been made of the e perience of residents and the im-
pact on citizenship. Social movements for housing such 
as ocus E  others in east London have been key in 
highlighting that the discussion does not only entail ac-
cess to affordable housing but also the right to participate 
in local housing solutions. This research pro ect is inter-
ested in understanding the housing e perience of diverse 
residents, and their ability to en oy full citizenship rights.

It has become evident that the housing crisis needs to 
be addressed not only as a technical problem but also a 
political one, and, as such, the ayoral election of  
provides an important opportunity to discuss this issue. 
Throughout - , Citizens U , an alliance of London-
based civil society groups, has coordinated a London-
wide housing campaign to identify key housing priori-
ties with the ob ective of obtaining commitments from 
the candidates for London ayor. During the campaign, 
members of Citizens U  conducted a series of listening 
activities, reaching ,  Londoners, which included 
one-to-one interviews as well as group meetings and 
workshops. The priorities identified in these activities fed 
into a delegate s assembly, where members voted and 
agreed on a ousing anifesto (Citizens U , ).  The 
three housing issues voted as the most pressing across 
London were: 

1. ffordability of housing 

2. ogue landlords in the private rented sector

3. Lack of control of residents over local develop-
ments and regeneration pro ects

1.2 DPU, Citizens UK and PhotoVoice 
Collaboration

The Sc Social Development Practice at The Bartlett 
Development Planning Unit (DPU), University College 
London, has collaborated with Citizens U  for the last 
three years, actively engaging local communities in policy 
and planning processes to ensure more equitable and 
transformative development outcomes.  The e ercise is 

. Introduction
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premised on the action-learning approach, which seeks 
to embed student learning in an ongoing process of activ-
ism, to generate both learning and practical outputs. 

Past collaborations with Citizens U  looked particularly 
at the Borough of Camden and the impact of the igh-
Speed Two rail link for people living in the Euston area. 
The collaborations have produced two previous reports:  
Regeneration aspirations for Euston: local perspectives 
on the High Speed Two rail link (2014) and Reclaiming re-
generation: negotiating a citizens charter for Euston Area 
( ). In , we have worked for the first time with 
North London Citizens, which include community mem-
bers not only from Camden, but also from Islington and 
Barnet, in order to support their ongoing listening cam-
paigns. 

This year we also partnered with Photo oice, which uti-
lises innovative participatory photography and digital sto-
rytelling methods to build skills within disadvantaged and 
marginalised communities. These skills enable individuals 
to represent themselves and create tools for advocacy 
and communication. The engagement with Photo oice 
is aimed at introducing participatory photography as a 
methodology to support the listening activities. 

1.3 Engagement and Structure of the report

This report is the result of a four-month research assign-
ment conducted from October  to anuary  by 
students of the Sc Social Development Practice, en-
titled Campaigning through Images: E ploring ousing 

ights in North London . The ob ective of this assignment 
was to record and collect diverse housing e periences 

e pressed by distinct groups in North London, in the con-
te t of Citizens U s ongoing housing campaign targeting 
the  mayoral election. 

The report aims to:

1. Contribute on the listening activities for the mayoral 
election, utilising visual methodologies as a way to 
deepen the engagement with London citizens. 

2. Build on the collaboration with Citizens U  and 
support community-based knowledge.  

3. e ect on the role of participatory photography 
particularly in urban areas that are going through 
rapid transformation. 

The students of the Sc programme were divided into 
four groups, each supporting a different organisation. The 
four chapters of the report each addressing one of the 
partnering organisations as an entry point to understand-
ing a distinct set of housing e periences:

 • Shelter from the Storm:  shelter for homeless 
people in Camden, which provides free accommo-
dation and also helps with legal, health, food and 
permanent housing solutions. In Chapter , stu-
dents e amine issues of recognition, distribution 
and representation arising from the e periences of 
homeless guests.

 • yesha Community School:  uslim community 
school for girls in Barnet. Students consider issues 
relating to minority group identity and broader civic 
identity from the housing-related e periences of 
pupils at the school in Chapter .

Figure 1.1. Photovoice trained students in the use of Participatory Photography as a methodology for public consulta-
tion. Source: Ignacia Ossul ermehren.
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 • City and Islington College:  college in Islington 
which provides education and training for young 
people and adults. The focus of Chapter  is on 
the ways in which the housing e periences of stu-
dents and teachers impact on education.

 • Development Planning Unit (DPU):  postgraduate 
department of University College London, with a 
high proportion of international students. In Chap-
ter , students e plore various ways in which hous-
ing issues impact on university student wellbeing.

The four student groups used similar methodologies. 
Each conducted participatory photography workshops 

of at least three sessions, in which the participants took 
pictures to record and re ect on their housing e perience 
with the aim of strengthening the listening activities. In 
addition, the groups analysed key policy documents and 
conducted semi-structured interviews with key inform-
ants from each of the organisations.

The photographs produced and issues raised by this re-
search were initially presented on  anuary  at the 
Surma Community Centre in Camden, in order to elicit 
feedback from participants and key local stakeholders. 

 second e hibition will be held at the London Citizens 
ayoral ssembly, to be held at the Copper Bo  arena 

on  pril .   
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. omelessness and Social E clusion: Shelter from the Storm 
Case Study

2.1 Introduction

Statistics show that the number of people sleeping 
rough on the capital s streets more than doubled over 
the last five years (Taylor, ). lmost three quarters of 
this increase over the past four years was attributable to 
rising numbers made homeless from the private rented 
sector ( itzpatrick et al, : p ). The data in Table . , 
which shows what would have happened to wages if 
they had undergone the same increase as house prices, 
shows why becoming homeless simply through the in-
ability to pay rent has become so commonplace. 

This chapter will analyse the cultural underpinnings as 
to why homelessness in London has become such an 
unavoidable and serious problem. It will highlight areas 
of policy which perpetuate the issue and provide advice 
for future decisions, especially in relation to the hous-
ing campaign Citizens U  is engaging in for the coming 
mayoral election. We hope to raise the profile of home-
lessness as an issue in this engagement. Our research 

in partnership with a homeless shelter makes an impor-
tant contribution to the listening activities for Citizens U  
member organisations in London, which up until now 
have not included the voices of homeless people.

2.2 Research Focus

We conducted research with Shelter from the Storm 
(S TS)  London s only free homeless shelter, based 
near Caledonian oad in north London. Its three full-
time staff and a host of volunteers provide bed, dinner 
and breakfast for forty-four homeless people every night 
of the year, in addition to providing other practical and 
emotional support (S TS, ). Shelter from the Storm 
receives no statutory funding, and survives on donations 
alone.

Our research questions emerged from a literature review, 
which showed that homeless people are typically e -
cluded from society, particularly due to the fundamental 
assumption “that homeless people are something less 
than citizens” ( eldman, : p ). There is reason to 
believe that a strong tie e ists between the social e clu-
sion suffered by the homeless and their lack of housing. 

ousing processes produce social e clusion when they 
“deny certain social groups control over their daily lives, 
or impair en oyment of wider citizenship rights” (Som-
merville, : p ), such as housing, employment, 
access to healthcare, the right to security and the right 
to a family life.

We therefore chose to e plore the relationship between 
homelessness and social e clusion, using the following 
three sub-questions to uncover this relationship at both 
institutional and individual levels:

1. What is the e perience of homelessness

2. What is the role that Shelter from the Storm plays 
in addressing the relationship between homeless-
ness and social e clusion

3. ow do government policies perpetuate or allevi-
ate this social e clusion

London 
Borough

Average 
wage        
(£, 2012)

Housing-
inflated 
wage        
(£, 2012)

Gap (£)

Westminster , , ,

ackney , , ,

Camden , , ,

Lambeth , , ,

Islington , , ,

Ealing , , ,

Table 2.1. If wages had increased in line with house pric-
es   . Source: Shelter.org.uk.

Kai Fang
Mya Goschalk
Aneurin Jones
Francesca Nyman
Shally Pristine 
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2.3 Methodology

aving received training in Photo oice methodology, our 
primary research method was participatory photography, 
which was used as an entry point to provide a platform for 
the voice of the participants. We worked with three par-
ticipants: two men and one woman  all migrants from out-
side the EU. Two were currently living at Shelter from the 
Storm, while one had recently moved into new accommo-
dation. Issues such as time constraints, the perceived lack 
of benefits associated with participation, and the ill-health 
of one of our original participants, meant our sample group 
was small, and captured only a limited range of Shelter 
from the Storm residents  e periences. We conducted two 
workshops with the participants, and two follow-up semi-
structured interviews after the photo e ercises.

We also conducted action research through volunteering 
on a weekly basis from October . This helped fos-
ter trust with the organisation and the participants, and 
allowed us to gain an understanding of the day-to-day 
workings of the shelter. n interview with Cookie Sami, 
Senior Caseworker at Shelter from the Storm, allowed us 
to gain a deeper understanding of the shelter s workings.

To add to our understanding of homelessness in Lon-
don, we analysed secondary data and information such 
as reports, statistics, and academic articles, as well as 
conducting interviews with people working in the broader 
homeless sector. These included Beki Winter, Outreach 
Team anager, and Dafydd iney, Scottish Outreach 
Worker, from Connections at St artins, a homeless 
charity in Westminster, London. 

In addition to this, we gained insight into the work of Citizens 
U  by attending meetings in London both within and outside 
the North London network.

2.4 Framework and Analysis

We analysed our findings through a framework based on 
Nancy raser s work ( igure .  on the ne t page).

igure . . shows the three elements of social ustice 
raser outlines. ecognition refers to the e tent to which 

equal valued and respect is granted to different categories 
of people. Distribution concerns the degree to which these 
different categories of people have access to resources or 
economic entitlements, while representation considers the 
e tent to which different categories of people are treated 
as equal members of the political community and as equal-
ly deserving of representation ( sfour, aghiri, ernandez, 
Lara, acfarlane  ohamed, : ). 

The elements of social ustice are interlinked. or e am-
ple, lack of government support (a recognition issue) 
means guests access support through a voluntary ser-
vice where they cannot claim rights as they would from 
the state (a representation issue). They are provided with 
the resource of shelter, but the resource they receive does 
not match the quality distributed to others who qualify for 
social housing or can afford to access the private housing 
market (a distribution issue).  Where relationships can be 
maintained in a normal home environment, guests of the 
shelter cannot bring friends, family or partners in, which 

Participatory Photography 
Activities

October November December

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

ecruitment of participants

Workshop I 

Project introduction, basic pho-
tography techniques, Photo Liter-
acy, and treasure hunt (capturing 
photos with certain themes).

Photo hunting I

Workshop II 

Group review of photos from the 
first hunting session and Photo 
Dialog.

Photo hunting II

Table 2.2. Timeline of Participatory Photography Pro ect at Shelter from the Storm. Source: Chapter authors.
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isolates them from important support networks. The char-
itable and voluntary nature of the services means there is 
little space for the voices of guests in shaping the nature 
of the available resources, eroding agency and reinforcing 
the stigma of passivity and dependency associated with 
homelessness (a representation issue).

Our findings below are articulated through this framework. 
ost notably, we demonstrate how the misrecognition  

of the homeless in uences the spheres of representa-
tion  and redistribution . 

We will argue that homeless people suffer misrecogni-
tion  through a stereotypical perception that serves to 
belittle their cultural status (Chhachhi, : p ). This 
leads to a lack of in uence on policy in the sphere of 
representation, and therefore being seen as unworthy of 
economic entitlements ( raser, : p ).

Misrecognition

“When you say ‘homeless’ people think of the 
guy sitting outside the train station with a cup, but 
we’re not all like that.”

The quote above from a participant during our workshop 
highlights the perception that homeless people e hibit 
“unusually dangerous, disruptive, or unaesthetic behav-
iour or appearance” (Phelan et al, : p. ), which 
goes against accepted social norms. Whilst this may be 
the case for a small number of visible homeless individu-
als, these behaviours are often seen as representative of 
the entire homeless population (ibid).

The reduction of homelessness to a range of stigma-
tised behaviours covers up the huge diversity within 
homeless people. s Dafydd iney claimed there are 
as many causes of homelessness as there are home-
less people . Connection at St artins assists home-
less people facing a variety of issues, including comple  
trauma, relationship breakdown, substance misuse, and 
lack of employment (from interview with Beki Winter). 
This is confirmed in the literature which claims there is 
no single theoretical framework that could provide a full 
e planation for the diverse causes of homelessness in 
Britain ( nderson and Christian, ).

The tendency to associate the entire homeless popula-
tion with a small number of visible, and sometimes dis-
ruptive, individuals leads to the perception that many are 
not worthy of help. This creates a distinction between 
those seen as deserving and others as undeserving of 
assistance (Sommerville,  : p ), a dangerous dis-
course that can be used to deny social ustice to home-
less people. Drawing on their e perience of living on the 
street one participant claimed that homelessness was like 
a “disease” which people do not want to come into con-
tact with. The participant took a photo of a mirror, arguing 
the importance of being able to see your re ection. This is 
in contrast to the e perience of being a homeless person 
on the streets, where people ignore you, leading you to 
question your own identity  you become “nobody.” This 
re ection on profoundly on the everyday e perience of 
misrecognition  of not being seen, valued or respected. 

Recognition

Social 
Justice

Represen-
tation

Redistri-
bution

Figure 2.1. Social ustice ramework. Source: raser, .

Figure 2.2. Using framework to analyse our findings. 
Source: Chapter authors.
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isrecognition is not only to be devalued by others, it 
is also to be denied representation, or the opportunity 
to interact and have a say in society as citizens ( raser, 

, p. ). s we will go on to show, misrecognition 
has impacted the representation of the interests of home-
less people in the political sphere as well as their access 
to entitlements, relating the sphere of distribution. 

Policy Analysis

s previously outlined, an increasing number of homeless 
people are in need of housing. But ratherthan provide more 
housing, governments over the last two decades have 
narrowed the scope of eligibility for housing assistance. 
This can be seen in policies such as the local authorities  
criteria to determine eligibility for council housing which 
states that they will only offer assistance if the applicant is 
“eligible for assistance, is in priority need, and has become 
homeless through no fault of their own” (Department for 
Communities and Local Government, : p. ). Those 
in “priority peed” are determined through a checklist of 
vulnerability requirements (as outlined in Table . ).

Definitions of priority need

 closer look at some of these definitions shows the 
large numbers of vulnerable people that they e clude. 

 person can be labelled “intentionally homeless,” 
for instance, if they fail to pay their rent or mortgage 
( eeve-Lewis, ). Given the disproportionate rises 
in housing costs in relation to incomes (see Table . ), 
it is astounding that the inability to meet rising house 
prices is seen as becoming “intentionally homeless.” 
By focusing on whether the loss of the home was due 
to non-payment, rather than why an individual was un-
able to pay (such as the loss of a ob), the local author-
ity renders these people undeserving of state assis-
tance, showing how misrecognition translates directly 
into in ustices of distribution.

In addition, the  Localism ct gave local authorities 
the power to make their own lists, which according to 
Crisis has led to even more people being e cluded. This 
is because many local authorities have introduced even 
more stringent criteria regarding long-term residence in 
the local area and not having a history of anti-social be-

Priority need 
criteria

Eligibility for 
council housing

Intentionally 
homeless

Pregnant women

 U  citizen or 
a non U  citizen 
with indefinite 
leave to remain

ou did or failed 
to do something 
that caused you 
to lose your home

Dependent 
children

esident in the 
U  in recent years

The act or failure  
to act was 
deliberate or you 
were aware of 
what was going on

Those vulnerable 
as a result of old 
age or mental or 
physical illness

ave a local 
connection with 
the area

 

 

 

It was 
reasonable for 
you to continue 
living in your 
accommodation

 

 

 

ged  or  
years old

ged under   
years old if under 
local authority 
care between  
and 

ulnerable as a 
result of leaving 
the armed forces 
or prison

Figure 2.3. “ resh, keeping the best looking great” - one 
participant e pressed how self-doubt can be a conse-
quence of not seeing yourself for days. Source: Work-
shop participant.

Table 2.3. Priority need criteria. Source: Department for 
Communities and Local Government ( ).
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haviour ( itzpatrick et al., : p ). Cookie Sami, case 
worker at Shelter from the Storm, corroborated this, 
noting that the shelter is seeing an increase in referrals 
from people who have a designated priority need, such 
as pregnant women (Interview,  anuary ). 

But there are many in urgent need who do not fit the 
bureaucratic profile of “priority need.” s Sami ob-
served, “there are so many bo es you have to tick to 
be eligible for help  and in reality people don t tick all 
the bo es.” The practice of “bo -ticking” often ignores 
more nuanced cases of vulnerability and social e clu-
sion e perienced by homeless people. Daffyd iney 
(Interview,  December ) pointed to the fact that 
many young homeless people are gay, lesbian, bise u-
al or transgender. LGBT factors are not encompassed 
in local councils  priority needs , despite the people 
who identify in this way are often forced to leave home 
because of pre udice and fears for their safety.

In this sense, homeless people appear to be seen as 
an e ceptional population or charity case rather than 
bearers of a right to government assistance. s such, 
government policy e tends only discretionary support 
to those defined as most in need. This failure to ac-
knowledge the broader  homeless population as wor-
thy of assistance is once again a clear case of mis-
recognition, resulting in a misrepresentation through 
priority need and therefore a lack of redistribution for 
those who do not fit the stringent criteria.

Disconnect between policies

 further problem is created by the fact that govern-
ment housing policy is created in isolation from other 
government policy such as immigration. In some cir-
cumstances, the destitution which leads to homeless-
ness is the direct consequence of another government 
policy, which is not taken into account. n e ample is 
the decision in  to prohibit asylum applicants from 
working for their first twelve months in the U  ( llsopp 
et al, : p - ). The goal of policies such as this 
was reducing the incentive for economic asylum seek-
ers to come to the U , suggesting that they are not 
deserving of help in the same way that “genuine refu-
gees” would be.

The inability to work in their first year as asylum seek-
ers makes refugees vulnerable to homelessness   when 
they are given indefinite leave to remain. lthough at 
this point they potentially become eligible for council 
housing, refugees  circumstances are e tremely pre-
carious as they are generally given  hours to e it 
their emergency temporary accommodation. The fact 
that they are unable to earn money in the first year of 
their claim means that by this point they generally have 
no savings to fall back on. Support to help refugees in 
this transition is scarce, as Sami outlines below:

“We have seen a rise of refugees and people who 
are awaiting emergency temporary accommoda-
tion while their asylum status is decided. But we’ll 
also get the refugees who have had that accom-
modation, been granted leave to remain and are 
then chucked out. They haven’t been able to work 
whilst they’ve not had a status [and] they haven’t 
been able to save money. So they come out of 
that accommodation with nothing and nowhere to 
go...” (Interview,  anuary )

Wider austerity measures can be ust as damaging as 
housing policies. While inability to access housing entitle-
ments is one cause of homelessness, U  citizens who 
become homeless have often e perienced childhood 
trauma and have comple  support needs, which con-
tribute to their vulnerability to homelessness ( itzpatrick, 
ohnsen and Bramley, : p ). ecent studies have 

shown that social service e penditure on mental health 
across England fell by  between  and , with 
N S e penditure on mental health in some areas being 
cut by . (Docherty and Thornicroft, ). Given the 
acknowledged correlation between mental health and 
homelessness ( ental health network, ), the with-
drawal of this support should be considered a contribut-
ing factor in a holistic picture of homelessness. owever, 
because of the piecemeal approach by government min-
istries, it is seen to be a separate issue. Inadequate rec-
ognition and representation of homeless people in public 
life may also be a contributing factor in the failure to make 
appropriate links between a variety of policy areas and 
the problem of homelessness. 

Non-governmental service providers

The restricted access homeless people have to public 
entitlements, which has emerged from cuts and priori-
ties within government policies, has led to non-govern-
mental organisations (NGOs) having to step into the 
gap. Our case study, Shelter from the Storm, provides 
an e ample of one such organisation.

The fact that responsibility for homelessness is in-
creasingly taken on by the non-governmental sector 
points to a policy environment in which homelessness 
is not seen as a long-term problem requiring a govern-
ment solution but a special humanitarian case which is 
outside the remit of government. This can be seen as a 
failing in the sphere of representation, as it means that 
homeless people are seen as a group whose needs 
are not worthy of equal attention by the state, and fall 
outside its urisdiction.

Even where action has been taken by government  
such as the London ayor s No Second Night Out  
campaign launched in , which aims to assist indi-
viduals sleeping rough for the first time not to be out for 
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a second night (St ungo s, )  it often attempts 
to solve the immediate problem of visible homeless-
ness without acknowledging the responsibility of the 
government to address the deeper causes. s NGO 
capacity and resources are not equal to those of the 
government, voluntary organisations such as Shelter 
from the Storm are also confined to easing some of the 
symptoms of homelessness, making the best of the 
current situation. In the bigger picture, this represents 
a shortfall in representation and contributes to a lack of 
space to pursue holistic, long-term solutions that could 
work towards ustice in the distribution of resources to 
support the homeless population.

“No one will protest for the homeless”

The misrecognition of the homeless is e acerbated by 
the fact that homeless people are not included in deci-
sion making and political representation. The reality is 
that it is very difficult for homeless people to partici-
pate. The argon and requirements to access services 
is beyond the capacity of many homeless people  for 
instance, one of our participants felt that they lacked 
the e pertise to communicate with local authorities. 

urthermore, the struggle to survive day to day is so 
time-consuming and tiring that the option to protest for 
political change is near impossible.

any groups are not represented in homeless policy. 
idden homelessness encompasses those who are 

not sleeping on the street, but in cars, garages, friend s 
couches, on the bus and in squats. eeve and Batty 
( : p ) found that  of their respondents had 

e perienced hidden homelessness. The invisibility  of 
these groups means that they aren t represented in 
policies at all. Once again this emanates from their lack 
of recognition as a part of a group in legitimate need of 
government support.

This is compounded by a perceived passivity of the 
homeless, which goes hand in hand with the charity-
based approach mentioned previously. When support is 
provided as a charitable act or favour rather than as a 
right of membership in society, there is little room for 
homeless people to act and speak for themselves. t 
Shelter from the Storm, for instance, guests do not have 
a voice in the decision making of the shelter, such as 
input into dinner choices. While these policies are un-
derstandable from the point of view of safeguarding and 
health and safety requirements, they illustrate that there 
is limited space for active participation of the homeless 
in such forms of non-governmental support. If the home-
less are to become full partners in society, it is necessary 
to move beyond the limits of a charity-based approach. 

The observation by one participant that “no one will 
protest for the homeless” rings true. If homeless peo-
ple cannot practically represent themselves, and they 
are perceived to lack agency, then who would protest 
for them  Given the fact that misrecognition of the val-
ue and needs of homeless people is built into policy, 
and emerge from the idea that homeless people are 
not equal citizens, the question of who will protest for 
the homeless remains unanswered.

2.5 Implications for Housing Campaign

s this research has e plored, the misrecognition e -
perienced by homeless people has led to the con-
struction of particularly degrading perceptions and 
treatment of homeless people. We argue that in order 
to fight this misrecognition, homeless people must be 
given a voice ( ppadurai, : p ).

There is a need for an organising civil society group, 
such as Citizens U , to help bring homeless people 
together in order to give them a platform to share their 
views. This would allow homeless people to become 
empowered as full citizens and partners in society, 
changing the unhelpful perceptions that currently pre-
vail. s this research has shown, the day to day strug-
gle of homelessness leaves very little time and energy 
for wider pro ects of political participation, and this is 
where the support of e ternal agencies is necessary. 
The participants in our pro ect e pressed interest in 
attending Citizens U  meetings, and one participant 
urged us to use their words, demonstrating that the 
desire to contribute to political change is there, but 
needs to be fostered.

Figure 2.4. “ ood reuniting our souls”  One participant 
articulated that food can bring the guests together but 
can also create barriers between them and the volun-
teers. Source: Workshop participant.
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In terms of the Citizens U  ousing Campaign, this re-
search agrees with its argument that “the current bal-
ance of power between landlords and tenants in London 
is grossly unfair” (Green, ). In beginning to address 
the problems within the housing sector we can also 
combat one of the causes of homelessness. Therefore 
we would greatly support strong legislation restricting 
landlords in what they can charge for rent.

owever, the Citizens U  agenda does not tackle coun-
cil allocation of e isting homes. While policies such as 
a Good omes Charter  and a London Living ent  
aim to make the housing market more favourable and 
accessible, they overlook the problems within govern-
ment legislation. Issues such as the definition of “priority 
need” in local authority policies are of great importance 
in tackling homelessness, but currently are not covered 
within the manifesto. In order to enact any long-lasting 
change, policies must go beyond making the market 
more favourable. While it is understandable that Citizens 
U  has created a manifesto based on the priorities of its 
members, there is a danger of e cluding the voices of 
homeless people from the platform, perpetuating their 
e clusion from equal recognition as citizens.

2.6 Conclusion

This research has shown how the misrecognition of 
homeless people has led to a denial of their ability to en-
oy full citizenship rights. This has led to a lack of repre-
sentation and redistribution, and the branding of some 
groups as being “undeserving.” The fact that assistance 
to homeless people is limited to a series of safety-net 
mechanisms (such as assistance from NGOs and provi-
sion to those who fit the profile of “priority need”) goes 
hand in hand with a failure to ask how wider systems of 
redistribution must be challenged to address the causes 
of homelessness.

inally, the misrecognition of homeless people has been re-
inforced by the struggle homeless people face in represent-
ing themselves in the political sphere. We believe therefore 
that social e clusion is related to homelessness through 
misrecognising both the nature of the problem, and the 
homeless themselves. This permeates into wider processes 
of access to entitlements and misrepresentation. We hope 
that enabling the voice of homeless people will be a first 
step in combating some processes of misrecognition, and 
toward the inclusion of those made homeless.
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. Social Identities and ousing: yesha Community School 
esearch 

3.1 Introduction

London is one of the most diverse cities in the world, with 
residents from  nations or states (GL  a), repre-
senting a wide variety of ethnicities, cultures and religions. 
Inasmuch as London is promoted as a cosmopolitan city, 
it has also been argued that housing-related processes 
in the city place a disproportionate disadvantage on mi-
nority groups ( illington, , p ). The fact that cer-
tain minority groups have historically been identified as 
“second-class citizens” (Tariq odood, cited in illing-
ton , p. ) makes it all the more essential to listen 
to minority group voices within the Citizens U  housing 
campaign. s a starting point to such a process, this re-
port e plores the relationship between social identity and 
housing e periences through the eyes of a diverse group 
of pupils at yesha Girls Secondary School, an Islamic-
oriented community school in Barnet, North London. 

Participating students were but a small selection of voices 
from among the .  of London residents who identify 
as uslim (pp. ). This population is spread widely across 
several London boroughs, and in a similar way, partici-
pants were resident across the boroughs of Barnet (  
participants), Brent ( ), Camden ( ) and Westminster ( ). 
While the pupils we worked with shared common ground 
in their identification as uslim, they came from diverse 
multinational backgrounds. Their countries of origin in-
cluded Somalia, Bangladesh, fghanistan, yrgyzstan, 
Indonesia and Serbia. nother commonality within their 
diversity is the fact that each participant hails from an eth-
nic minority group (see Table . ). 

Ethnic minority status is also relevant to housing, as a num-
ber of minority groups are underrepresented in terms of 
home-ownership and overrepresented in the social hous-
ing arena. n e ample can be seen in igure . , which 
depicts the way in which Londoners originating from Bang-
ladesh are distributed across housing types, and igure 
. , which illustrates the increased levels of overcrowding 

e perienced by this population. In this sense, ethnic mi-
nority Londoners have a significant stake in the issues ad-
dressed by the Citizens U  housing campaign.

COUNTRY POPULATION % LONDON 
POPULATION

Serbia ,  .

Somalia ,  .

Bangladesh ,  .

fghanistan ,  ,

yrgyzstan  .

Indonesia ,  .

Others , ,  .

Total London 8,173,941 

Owner occupied Social rented

 

 

    
LONDON AVERAGE BANGLADESHI

Private rented

Table 3.1. Participants  countries of origin and percent-
age of London population. Source: GL  ( ).

Figure 3.1. Bangladeshi-origin Londoners are under-
represented as owner-occupiers and overrepresented 
as social housing tenants. Source: orge arcelo raus, 
based on GL  ( ).

Jorge Marcelo Araus
Yuqi Hu
Xin Ling
Lucas Van Lier
Yixiao Zhang
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3.2 Methodology

Our research question e plored how housing e perienc-
es are related to the social identities of our participants. 
In order to answer this question, a variety of qualitative, 
participatory methods were used, including participatory 
photography  a methodology rooted in international de-
velopment and photo ournalism, which aims at empower-
ing members of marginalised groups through the use of 
photography. It seeks to “bring lasting change to partici-
pants, empowering them to inform others and to be ac-
tively involved in decisions that affect their own lives and 
their community development” (Photo oice, , p. ). 

In an introductory session the participants received the 
cameras and were given some time to familiarize them-
selves with them, before being tasked with document-
ing in pictures a range of positive and negative aspects 
of their homes and neighbourhoods. In the second ses-
sion, a mapping activity was used to enable participants 
to identify their family backgrounds with countries on the 
world map. This was followed by a mapping of their neigh-
bourhoods in London. The two activities helped bring to 
light the multiple identities of our participants. Thereafter, 
a prioritising game was e ecuted, e ploring participants  
perceptions of social bonds. inally, participants scored 
their housing situation on a -point scale in order to give 
us a general understanding of their current state of living. 

In the last session, an interview was conducted to discuss 
participants  housing e periences in light of the photo-
graphs they had taken. We asked about students  hap-
piness where they reside, why they like or dislike it, what 
problems if any e ist in their home or neighbourhood, and 
whether they were satisfied with their living conditions. ol-
lowing on from this work, we engaged in further secondary 
research, reviewing literature, census data, and the policies 

of local authorities in London. In the section that follows, 
we discuss some key themes emerging from the research 
in the light of our analytical framework.

3.3 Framework

The engagement at yesha Community School made 
it clear that participants had generally positive feelings 
about their homes and neighbourhoods, yet the daily 
housing e periences displayed and discussed during the 
workshops also re ected aspects of social in ustice. In 
response to this engagement, our theoretical framework 
moves beyond what was e plicitly discussed to consider 
hierarchies of power and structural factors that may be at 
work beneath participants  e periences. We draw on Iris 

arion oung s work on aspects of oppression, as well 
as on ideas of urban ustice that promote the protection 
of social group membership alongside the promotion of 
vibrant civic engagement that cuts across such groups.

Facets of injustice

Iris arion oung observes, on the one hand, that social 
ustice requires institutions promote respect for group dif-
ferences without oppression. On the other, she highlights 
the fact that group differentiation can itself be a cause of 
oppression ( oung, , p. ).  She identifies five “faces 
of oppression”, which we drew on to define three facets of 
in ustice that seemed potentially relevant to our participants:

Marginalisation

lthough access to housing is in itself a social good, mar-
ginalisation does not cease to be oppressive when one has 
shelter and food” ( oung, , p. ). There are multi-
ple forms of in ustice that can persist even where basic 
housing needs are met, and for the most vulnerable, being 
dependent on government provision can result in margin-
alisation where the quality of such provision is inadequate. 

Powerlessness

Direct participation in public policy decisions is rare among 
the vulnerable, who lack significant power and authority. The 
powerless usually have to follow orders and rarely have the 
right to give them. In terms of our conte t, it is important to con-
sider whether participants have the power to oin and shape 
collective action, such as through the Citizens U  campaign.

Violence

oung argues that violence, which includes less overtly 
violent acts, such as harassment, is a re ection of social 
in ustice because members of oppressed groups often 
e perience it as an everyday aspect of life, and it can be 

 

 

    
LONDON AVERAGE BANGLADESHI

Under-occupied At bedroom standard Overcrowded

Figure 3.2. Bangladeshi-origin Londoners e perience 
over three times the average level of overcrowding in Lon-
don. Source: orge arcelo raus, based on GL  ( ). 
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a long-lasting problem because it is tolerated and thus 
gains legitimacy. In our view, violence in the form of har-
assment intersects with cultural imperialism, because the 
targeted groups are often stigmatised in terms of their 
perceived difference from the dominant culture.

Constructive dynamics of difference

nother aspect of our analytical framework relates to the 
comple ities of reconciling valued group identities with the 
crucial need for broader civic identities to which a cross-
section of the diverse city can belong, and through which 
they can participate together. We draw on the idea of mul-
ticulturalism not as a set of potentially antagonistic identi-
ties to be tolerated  and left alone ( illington, , p. ) 
but as an “arena of struggle” in which difference is main-
tained and made positive ( , p. ). In the words of 
Sandercock, the ideal situation is one in which one can be 
immersed in one s own culture while also “collectively forg-
ing new hybrid identities and spaces” with other groups 
and engaging across identities in “dialogues on matters of 
common destiny,” recognizing that the groups that com-
prise the city have “intertwined fates” ( , p. ).

3.4 Key Findings 

‘United we are stronger’ – complexities of par-
ticipants’ social identity

Discussions and activities relating to participants  social 
identities opened up interesting comple ities that have 
links to social ustice. Participants were all British-born, 
but with parents from a range of different countries, as 
shown in igure . . 

 common aspect amongst the families of the participat-
ing young women was their parents  focus on cultivating 
their religious beliefs, which are an important part of the 
culture of the parents  home countries. s the headmas-
ter told us in an interview, the main feature of the school 
is its religious Islamic orientated curriculum, and as a 
result parents prefer their children to study there regard-
less of the distance between their home and the school. 

This finding has resonances with several studies of us-
lim identity, in which researchers highlight the potential 
tensions that can arise for uslims living in the U  in 
reconciling Britishness with an Islamic orientation (Sar-
tawi and Sammut, , p. ). “Islam” and “British-
ness” sometimes appear as two opposing categories 
(Sartawi and Sammut, , p. ), pressuring us-
lim Londoners either to fully identify with uslim values 
and practices, or pragmatically assimilate themselves to 
their environment (Sartawi and Sammut, ). In terms 
of our social ustice framework, this is not a constructive 
set of choices, since assimilation means submitting val-
uable aspects of group and religious identity to conform 
to a dominant culture. This could be classed as in ustice 
in the form of cultural imperialism. On the other hand, re-
treating entirely into cultural and religious identity could 
serve to further marginalise individuals and erode their 
power to oin in broader debate and participate in impor-
tant collective struggles.

ttending a uslim community school, which offers a 
space respecting religious education, prayer times, and 
Islamic dress, as well as a peer group with similar be-
liefs and practices, can be seen as one way in which 
the families of young uslim Londoners, and they them-
selves, maintain Islamic aspects of their identity, in an 
environment sheltered from the pre udice that is often 
directed at those who maintain a strong Islamic identity 
(Sartawi and Sammut, ). owever, participants also 

Figure 3.3.  world map capturing the diversity of participants  countries of origin. Source: Chapter authors.
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demonstrated positive feelings about being Londoners, 
as well as acknowledging their multinational heritage. ll 
observed that as soon as they leave the school, they 
find themselves in culturally diverse neighbourhoods, 
moving into a space of engagement beyond a faith-
based identity group (Stryker, Sheldon,  Serpe, ). 
In this sense, they are not confined to a single identity 
 a finding that echoes findings on British uslim girls 

elsewhere in the U  ( utnik ).

During the image prioritising game, we observed that 
most of the participants perceived an individual march-
ing under a national ag (see igure . ) as the most 
positive image, associating it with the concept of being 
“united.” s one participant said, “If we are united, we 
are stronger.” On the one hand, this could be seen as 
an e pression of the value of unity as a group of us-
lim schoolgirls. On the other hand, the students  sense 
of being Londoners more broadly, and their enthusias-
tic participation in the Citizens U  housing campaign, 
indicates that they also value the civic unity and being 
united with other London Citizens in pursuing common 
goals of social ustice in housing for the city. This simul-
taneous identification with a narrower faith community 
and a broader civic community is a positive finding. s 

illington points out, in order to move beyond the isola-
tion and stigmatisation of minority groups, it is important 
to open up space for a productive encounter between 
different groups within the urban fabric, rather than mere 
“tolerance” between different publics. The dual identi-
fication participants at yesha Community School e -
pressed suggests that Citizens U  can contribute to the 
consolidation of hybrid spaces of public debate and the 
opening up of “dialogues on matters of common des-
tiny” among London citizens ( illington, , p. ).

Housing experiences in daily life 

rom activities and interviews we found that there are 
two main types of accommodation the participants are 
living in: rented housing and social housing. This stands 
in accordance with the statistics on minority underrep-
resentation in the owner-occupier category (see igure 

. ) and with research indicating that home ownership is 
relatively low in uslim groups (Brimicombe, ). Sev-
eral participants considered housing affordability as a 
central housing problem, recognising that this is an issue 
common across social groups and identities in London. 
urthermore, overcrowding and security were also im-

portant concerns mentioned by participants, especially 
in social housing. One of the participants described the 
security situation in her neighbourhood as really bad , 
as well as noting that seven people in her family have to 
share three bedrooms. While overcrowding is a problem 
shared by the whole array of social housing tenants, we 
have seen that this problem is magnified among those of 
particular minority identities (see igure . ).

The ma ority of participants made positive comments 
on their housing e periences, but we found it important 
to e plore those problems that they did report. This re-
ects oung s observation that marginalization can be at 

work even where it appears that a person s basic needs 
are met. One way in which this occurs is in the form 
of dependency  the most vulnerable people in society 
depend on state institutions for support or service, while 
wealthier citizens often have the option of fulfilling their 
needs through the market. Participants  position as so-
cial housing tenants puts them at risk of this sort of mar-
ginalisation  one girl s account of the long waiting list 
for more rooms gave an impression of how families are 
dependent on the council to overcome the problem of 
overcrowding. nother student spoke of a broken lock 
posing severe security risks to residents in her council 
block, and their inability to address this problem on their 
own. owever, in this section we focus on aspects of 
everyday housing e perience that map more specifically 
onto questions of social identity.

Public Spaces

ollowing Duncan  et al ( ), we define “spaces” as 
places where participants in their neighbourhoods can 
interact with their families, friends and other neighbour-
hood residents. Public spaces, such as shopping cen-
tres, parks and gardens, can improve the well-being of 
the members of a community. 

These spaces can serve to promote the multifaceted 
“unity” discussed earlier. On the one hand, they provide 
places for members of particular groups within the urban 
environment to participate in collective activities, and to 
build a sense of belonging within their social group by 
interacting and sharing similar values and interests. or 
instance, one student valued the ability to “go shopping, 
watch movies and have snacks with her friends” in her 
town-centre neighbourhood. On the other hand, public 

Figure 3.4. “I like the location of my neighbourhood.” 
Source: Workshop participant.
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spaces are also arenas for productive encounters be-
tween the groups that make up the city. Previous stud-
ies have revealed the strong connection between public 
space and the formation of a sense of community ( ran-
cis, et al, ), and the role public space plays in grant-
ing urban social groups access to the public realm, en-
suring their visibility in society ( itchell, ). 

Discussions with participants suggested the young wom-
en would like more mutual spaces of encounter within their 
neighbourhoods. One participant drew attention to the val-
ue of the public park in her neighbourhood both as a place 
to spend time with her family members on weekends, and 
as a place that is peacefully shared by a diverse commu-
nity. In this sense, public spaces can be seen as places 
where participants negotiate between their “ uslim” and 
“neighbourhood” group identifications, and situate their 
identities within the family, the faith community and the di-
versity of a city neighbourhood. This is a valuable practice 
in terms of our emphasis on the need to balance group 
membership with broader civic membership.

Provision and management of infrastructures 

The management of neighbourhood infrastructure 
emerged as an important aspect of participants  e peri-
ences of their home environments, going beyond the four 
walls of their dwelling places. Whereas we have argued 
that public spaces can serve as productive spaces of en-
counter in diverse communities, pressure on infrastruc-
ture can also cause tensions and even bring out racism 
and identity-based harassment. We consider this a form 
of violence and hence of in ustice, according to oung s 
framework, which presents a threat to the integration of a 
social group into the social order. 

 participant s e perience demonstrates this assertion, 
showing how lack of adequate and well managed infra-
structure contributes to tension in communities. The par-

ticipant referred to the way in which parking spaces in 
one neighbourhood (Neighbourhood ) were being used 
by members of a nearby neighbourhood (Neighbourhood 
B), because the latter lacks car parking facilities. s a re-
sult, residents of Neighbourhood  have had to pay ad-
ditional fees on top of fees already paid to secure parking 
in local bays. These residents felt that their needs were 
being overlooked in the interests of profit, and lack of re-
sponse to their complaints left some feeling they were 
being deprived of their rights. 

The mismanagement of infrastructure not only produces 
a negative housing e perience for residents, but also 
creates con icts linked to social identity. Compared to 
other cities in Britain, the minority population (both eth-
nic and religious) is much more concentrated in London. 

lthough residential segregation still e ists, neighbour-
hoods are relatively mi ed (Brimicombe, ). Due to 
the heterogeneity of communities, interactions between 
different groups may cause daily con icts. These kind of 
clashes promote the formation of antagonistic in- and 
out-groups, and sub ect minorities to the violence of 
verbal harassment, with resonances of cultural imperial-
ism. or instance, a participant living in social housing 
said that inadequate parking space in a shopping centre 
close to her home had triggered con ict between mem-
bers of her community and visitors to the neighbour-
hood. nother participant mentioned that arguments 
about the parking issue always end with rude attacks 
aimed at her religion and culture. lthough parking is 
problem common across the whole of London, its ef-
fects on different communities and groups differ. The 
fact that minorities are more likely to suffer harassment 
on the basis of their identity or group membership as a 
result of con icts over infrastructure is an indication that 
violence and cultural imperialism remain as a form of in-
ustice in the cosmopolitan city of London.

Figure 3.5. “We need more public space where we can 
meet family and friends.” Source: Workshop participant.

Figure 3.6. “Shortage of infrastructure leads to con ict.” 
Source: Workshop participant.
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3.5 Conclusion and Recommendations

This chapter has acknowledged some of the common 
housing issues participants share with Londoners more 
broadly, as well as highlighting certain patterns and e -
periences more particular to ethnic minority groups in 
the U , which move beyond the four walls of the home. 
We have tried to unpack some of the comple ity of so-
cial identity for our participants, and to show how is-
sues of identity emerged as salient in the areas of public 
space and neighbourhood infrastructure. In particu-
lar, we have highlighted the potential for housing and 
neighbourhood e periences to nurture group and hybrid 
civic identities, or on the contrary to produce tensions 
within and between neighbourhoods, and even sub ect 
minority residents to the violence of harassment based 
on their ethnic or religious identity.  The fact that these 
e periences can either magnify or reduce the negative 
impacts of group identity differences is an important re-
ection for the Citizens U  housing campaign. 

Based on the key findings, we want to voice recom-
mendations for Citizens U , as well as point out impli-
cations for the London mayoral election in ay .

Public Space

Our participants have identified a shortage of com-
munity spaces outside their houses that would allow 
for encounters within and between the different neigh-
bourhood groups. These concerns should be ad-
dressed to the North London branch of Citizens U . 
We recommend that the boroughs of Brent, Barnet, 
Camden, Islington and aringey, which constitute the 

North London branch, should conduct surveys within 
their districts in order to assess if there e ist similar 
needs with regard to mutual space. 

The north-western neighbourhoods of London are 
among the most diverse in terms of ethnicity and culture 
( ldridge et al, , p. ). Enabling neutral spaces for 
encounters has the power to foster this range of diversi-
ties while working towards the mutual understanding and 
social cohesion many local authorities aspire to in their 
equality and diversity policies.

Dynamics of difference

 further recommendation is that ayoral candidates 
should encourage councils in promoting equality, and 
investigate the nature and quality of e isting initiatives to 
identify best practices. or instance, Barnet Council  the 
borough in which yesha Community School is located 
 articulates priorities such as eliminating harassment 

and discrimination (London Borough of Barnet, , p. 
) and promoting the active participation of all communi-

ties ( , p. ). It also refers to the development of a 
Communities Together  network, with the council facilitat-
ing different local groups  including yesha Community 
School  to share information and build understanding 
( , p. ) in the interest of promoting wellbeing as well 
as safe and cohesive communities. This has great poten-
tial to prevent the problem of powerlessness among mi-
nority groups. nother highly diverse borough   Newham 
 recognizes in its Equality and Cohesion policy the impor-

tance of cultivating trust and fairness through transparent 
services where there is no ambiguity, such as in housing 
allocations based on the clear principle of “first come first 
served” (Newham, , p. ). This in turn has poten-
tial to prevent urban myths about favouritism or pre udice 
towards residents based on their group identity. These 
are all promising actions, and further research could help 
councils share e periences and promote good practices 
in terms of promoting equality and creating an environ-
ment where different social groups can engage together. 

A broader conception of housing rights

In October , uito will host the UN abitat III con-
ference on housing rights. Its agenda will re ect the fact 
that housing in a city can no longer be seen as restricted 
to the four walls one lives within, but must also be seen 
more broadly as what one encounters when one leaves 
those walls. This e tends the question of housing to how 
residents of a city connect, live, work and spend their free 
time while residing in their city.

In this respect, we recommend that mayoral candidates 
view their claims as regards housing rights in the light 
of the abitat III agenda, which we hope will draw their 

Figure 3.7. Students with guests from yesha Commu-
nity School at a presentation of findings at Surma Com-
munity Centre. Source: Ignacia Ossul ermehren.
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attention to issues such as those we have identified, 
including the need for public spaces of encounter and 
the need to view neighbourhood infrastructure, such as 
parking provision, as a housing-related issue that can 
potentially involve everyday e periences of in ustice for 
Londoners from minority groups. 
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. The Impact of ousing on Education: City and Islington College

4.1 Introduction

ousing is one of the most pressing issues in London 
and across the U , and is worsening with time. verage 
London house prices increased by  in  (GL , 

), while the annual growth rate of average private 
sector rents rose to .  (GL , ). In fact, one may-
oral candidate s research suggested that certain Lon-
doners could save  per month by commuting to 
work in London from Spain (Sandhu, ). The issues 
have affected many, especially those in the lower income 
bracket, as rising numbers of homeless people attests. 
Education is one of the sectors affected significantly by 
the housing crisis, with its primary stakeholders  such 
as school children, parents and teachers  bearing the 
brunt of the crisis. 

Housing and Education

To disentangle the comple  links between housing and 
education is a mammoth task, as each affects the other 
as well as being confounded by other cross-cutting fac-
tors such as government policy, investment, employment 
conditions, public infrastructure, and so on. On the one 
hand, research shows that physical environment, such 
as neighbourhood and housing conditions, can have an 
impact on students  educational achievement and future 
development in many interrelated ways. In general, dis-
advantaged housing status may lead to negative learning 
outcomes for students. or e ample, one empirical study 
showed that small home size results in lack of individual 
privacy and undermines students  behavioural develop-
ment and academic results (Li, ), whereas academic 
performance was also “partly related to mi ed tenure, 
close pro imity of differing socio-economic neighbour-
hoods and the sharing of social capital to provide equal op-
portunity.” Overcrowding can also have a negative impact 
on children s developmental and educational outcomes 
(Labell  Brennan, ), such that providing more afford-
able housing in order to reduce overcrowding could posi-
tively impact school performance. The impacts of poor 
housing conditions are articulated particularly strongly by 
riedman, who cites “strong evidence that poor housing 

conditions result in educational underachievement, with 
children in better quality homes gaining greater numbers 
of GCSEs, ' ' levels and degrees, and therefore having 

greater earning power.” Based solely on the associated 
differences in GCSE results, riedman forecasts a total of 
“ .  billion pounds in lost earnings  for this generation 
in poor housing” ( riedman, ). 

gainst such evidence of the relationship between 
housing and education, the research aimed to further 
e amine the nature of the link and its specific impacts 
on students and teachers. The participants of the re-
search included students and teachers of City and Is-
lington College (C NDI), which is Located in London 
borough of Islington. This  Level Si th orm College 
has appro imately ,  students enrolled from all 
over London, with an Ofsted rating of “outstanding” in 
every single measure. longside other members of the 
North London chapter of Citizens U ,1 City and Isling-
ton College has been actively involved in the coalition s 
housing campaign. In fact, some of the participants in 
our research had been involved conducting a survey 
to support the Citizens U  Listening Campaign, which 
aims to gather information and opinions from member 
institutions in order to lobby London s mayoral can-
didates for better housing for residents. This chapter 
builds on students  survey data using participatory 
photography, literature analysis, and interviews and fo-
cus group discussions with teachers and students, to 
look specifically at the impact of housing on their ability 
to teach, study and learn. 

4.2 Framework of Analysis

The capability approach was used as a framework of 
analysis. Pioneered by martya Sen, the capability ap-
proach focuses on understanding human well-being as 
a composite of people s choice and ability to achieve 
what they have reason to value ( rediani, : ). 
In contrast to more traditional measures of poverty and 
inequality such as income, the capability approach pro-
vides a normative framework that is more holistic and 
emphasises the importance of people s freedom to 
achieve their aspirations. In this sense, the capability 
approach distinguishes what people value doing or be-
ing (known as functionings) and their freedom and ability 
to actually achieve these values (known as capabilities) 
( lkire, : ). Development work based on the capa-
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bility approach therefore focuses on enhancing people s 
capabilities to achieve what they value in life. s Gasper 
notes, in the capability approach, “e pansion of freedom 
is viewed .both as the primary end and as the principal 
means of development” (Gasper, : ).

arious scholars have operationalised the capability 
approach in order to evaluate human well-being and 
measure development. The most well-known of this 
is UNDP s uman Development Inde  which incorpo-
rates income, education, and life e pectancy as indi-
cators of various human capabilities that broaden peo-
ple s choices. or the purpose of this research, artha 
Nussbaum s list of  central capabilities2 is used as 
an evaluative framework for understanding the intercon-
nection of housing and education (Gasper, : ). 
The  central capabilities relate to life  bodily health   
bodily integrity   senses, imagination and thought  emo-
tions  practical reason  affiliation  other species  play  
and control over one s environment. igure .  shows a 
few e amples of how capabilities can be conte tualised 
in the case of housing. 

4.3 Methodology

esearch activities were undertaken between  Octo-
ber  and  anuary . To collect both primary 
and secondary data, a variety of methodologies were 
utilised, including participatory photography, survey 
data analysis, focus group discussions and interviews, 
and a literature review. 

The first and main method employed was participatory 
photography, in order to get a deeper understanding of 
how students and teachers e perience housing issues. 
The participatory photography method has been used with 
many marginalised communities, such as children, home-
less people, rural women and on many sub ects, includ-
ing education and public health (Lat, ). The process 
involves participants using cameras to represent their e -
periences and perspectives on a given topic. They then 
collectively discuss and analyze the photos, and typically 
create a product, such as a book and/or e hibition. The 
photographs and accompanying information are used for 
community pro ects and advocacy for social change. 
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Figure 4.1. Central capabilities in the conte t of housing. Source: Chapter authors.
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We faced certain obstacles in using this method at City 
and Islington College, which limited consistent partici-
pation of a single group of students across the series 
of participatory photography workshops. or instance, 
some participants  e pected their participation to in-
volve training in advanced photographic skills, which 
was beyond the scope of our work. It was also difficult 
to co-ordinate group meetings to suit the constraints of 
individual participants  class timetables and personal 
obligations, especially as the fieldwork period coincid-
ed with a period of e am revision. 

s well as participatory photography, our research was 
informed by the housing survey conducted by City and 
Islington College as part of their listening campaign, 
which focused on identifying housing issues for stu-
dents (please see nne  ). This survey, answered by 

 students altogether, asked them about their hous-
ing environments, such as where they live, how long 
they have lived there, what their housing situation is, 
and whether they have e perienced any housing is-
sues. uantitative analysis was conducted by using 
the data, with the limitation that the survey did not in-
volve staff, and did not include demographic data that 
would have helped gauge its representativeness of the 
larger student population. 
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Figure 4.2. ousing situations of students. Source: Stu-
dent survey data.

Figure 4.4. ousing issues that impact students. Source: 
Student survey data.

Figure 4.3. Length of stay in current house. Source: 
Student survey data.
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inally, an e tensive literature review was also conducted on 
the relationship between housing and education as well as 
the capabilities approach as a framework of analysis for un-
derstanding housing aspirations of students and teachers. 

4.4 Key Issues

Several key housing issues and their impact on edu-
cation were identified during this research. In order to 
understand this link, it is helpful to begin with some key 
statistics from the housing survey conducted by City 
and Islington College (see questionnaire in ppendi  

). The survey results below show that  of students 
live in social housing ( igure . ), and that the ma ority 
have spent a large part (if not all) their life in their cur-
rent housing ( igure . ). 

The results also highlighted various housing issues that 
impact students as well the various London Boroughs 
they live and commute to school from. s igure .  
shows, the three most common housing issues that stu-
dents are impacted by include Overcrowding ( . ), 

ent levels ( . ), and epairs/Condition of hous-
ing ( . ). We believe that the proportion of students 
highlighting rent levels as a problem may not be a good 
indication of the e tent to which rent is e perienced as a 

problem in their households, and may instead re ect the 
fact that participants are on average  years old, and 
living with their parents in social housing, rather than 
paying rent themselves.

It is also important to note that although the college is lo-
cated in Islington, students commute from all over Lon-
don boroughs to study ( igure . ). s issues around 
transport costs were not listed as a potential housing 
issue for respondents to select from, this is an issue that 
may be underrepresented in the survey data.

Overcrowding

Overcrowding was the largest issue reported by surveyed 
students. ifty percent identified overcrowding as one of 
the ma or issues they face in housing. This statistic was 
further corroborated by the in-depth descriptions students 
provided of the specific housing issues they face, as well 
as through the photographs they took and shared during 
the participatory photography sessions. One student for 
e ample, e plained “I share a room with my brothers and 
it is hard to study as they sleep early and use the room 
as well.” This e ample provides insight into how housing 
impacts capabilities in the sphere of sense, imagination 
and thought integrity. Overcrowded living conditions do 
not offer a conducive environment for studying. 

Figure 4.5. Where students live (the red mark is the school location). Source: Student survey data.
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nother participant stated, “Grandmother has lzhei-
mer's and has to share with my  year old sister, with my 
parents sleeping in the living room. We have a  bedroom 
at. This is unfair for my little sister and grandmother and 

we need the e tra space to make it easier to care for 
my nan.” rom the lens of capability, overcrowding can 
therefore be seen to undermine secure and dignified liv-
ing conditions, including privacy and space, impacting 
on the sphere of bodily health by making care more dif-
ficult. It also impacts on the sphere of affiliation, as fa-
milial relationships and interaction are constrained when 
overcrowding requires the sacrifices of basic functional 
spaces of a home, such as a living room.

Rent levels/Affordability

lthough many students live in social housing, rent levels 
were also identified as a key issue for students. This has 
led to many students living far away from the location of the 
school and commuting long distances. On an average stu-
dents takes between  and  minutes to get to school 
(see igure . ), which impacted on participants  ability to:

 • get to school on time, 

 • be in a good mood for studying, 

 • socialize with peers, 

 • interact with nature, and 

 • engage in leisure activities. 

The high cost of housing is also a ma or challenge for 
teachers. lthough the teachers at the school are paid 
above-average salaries, they noted that rent levels in 
London mean they have to spend a significant amount 
of their income in rent. One of the teachers noted that 
this may also be a generational issue, since teachers 
over  years of age tend to own a house, whereas 
younger teachers rent. 

igh rent levels also mean that there may be a brain drain 
from London, whereby teachers move out of London in 
order to be able to access more affordable housing. s 
one of the teachers said, “I have to leave London in the 
future if I want to have children, as I cannot afford to live 
in the city and raise a child.” Due to e orbitant housing 
prices, this teacher cannot reconcile the aspirations to 
work and raise a family while living in London. 

This echoes the finding of a ouGov survey that “  sober-
ing  of the employees aged between  and  sur-
veyed said their rent or mortgage makes it difficult to work 
in London, of whom half said they would consider moving 
out to a ob and dwelling in a different city or region as a 
result” ( ill, ). rom a capabilities perspective, this 
issue concerns control over one s environment: housing 
should be within reasonable pro imity of one s workplace 
or choice of school. Where it is not, the clearest impact 
on education is the possible loss of e perienced teachers 
from the city as they are forced to move out of the city. 
This turnover is likely to impact on teaching quality.

lthough lack of affordable housing is a crucial issue in 
London, that fact that there are unoccupied buildings in 
the city means students do not necessarily believe there 
is a housing shortage.  s one of the students highlights 
in her photo (below), there are many houses in London 
that are empty while many people live in crowded houses 
and are struggling to afford housing. 

Repairs/Conditions

epairs and the condition of their housing is also a ma-
or issue for both students and teachers at City and Is-
lington College. In the survey, many students described 
the challenges they faced in dealing with councils and 
landlords with regards to this issue. One student for e -
ample highlighted the issue of having to wait for long 
periods to get anything fi ed in the house: “If something 
in the property breaks, for e ample a shelf, you would 
have to call the housing agent to assess the problem, 
which takes long to book the appointment. Then, once 
it's been assessed, you have to be put on a waiting list 
for it to get repaired.” Depending on the nature of the 
repairs needed, this issue has potential impacts on bod-
ily health. It could also erode the conditions for study in 
students  homes, impacting the sphere of sense, imagi-
nation and thought integrity. 

Figure 4.6. “This picture is meant to represent the ever 
growing problem of overcrowding in London. The first two 
pairs of shoes are meant to represent how many people are 
meant to be living in one at, and the total amount of shoes 
is the total amount of people. The shoes stacked on top of 
each other represents the lack of space the people living in 
London.” Source: N.E.,  workshop participant.
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4.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, despite challenges in securing students  
continued and full participation in the participatory pho-
tography element of the pro ect, the research has pro-
duced considerable knowledge and insights into the 
housing e periences of students and teachers from City 
and Islington College. The results clearly identify several 
capabilities that are impacted by housing, including bod-
ily health, affiliation, control over one s environment and 
sense, imagination and thought integrity.

ow, then, do the housing concerns of students and 
teachers impact on education  Bringing the literature on 
housing and its impact on education back into view, the 
link becomes quite clear. s we demonstrated in the intro-
duction, the quality of housing, as well as its affordability 
and accessibility, all impact educational outcomes such as 
student performance and achievement in school. There-
fore, given that many students face housing issues such 
as overcrowding, high rent, and challenges with the condi-
tion of their home environment, it s highly likely that these 
issues then negatively impact their educational aspirations, 
such as the desire to achieve good school performance. 

There are also longer-term implications to these im-
pacts. s the literature suggested, if lack of quality 
housing leads to educational underachievement among 

Figure 4.7. “This is where the egent s Canal goes through 
a tunnel under ngel. The houses above are some of the 
most e pensive in London that most living and working in 
Islington (including myself) would never be able to afford. 

y work is ust around the corner.” Source: Teacher.

Figure 4.9. “This hole in the picture is meant to represent 
the problem of repairs. The shoes are meant to be walk-
ing over the hole, representing how ignored this issue is 
amongst the community, and how some think it's unim-
portant. The entire picture is to represent that some peo-
ple do care about these issues in relation to the housing 
crisis.” Source: N.E., workshop participant.

Figure 4.8. “This house is fully furnished and empty since 
more than si  years. It looks similar to my house where 
my whole family of  members live.” Source: anonymous  
workshop participant.
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students, these students will then also have difficulty 
with employment and earning in the future. Similarly, if 
e orbitant housing causes teachers to move out of Lon-
don, the entailing brain drain is likely to create challeng-
es in retaining e perienced teachers in London schools. 
If left unaddressed, housing issues such as overcrowd-
ing, high rental costs, and poor living conditions as a re-
sult of delayed repairs, can therefore further e acerbate 
people s aspirations for quality education.

Participants  powerful photographs and photo dialogues 
re ected some of the core housing concerns identified in 
the Citizens  U s housing manifesto. In particular, their 
voices highlighted the issue of overcrowding and its subse-
quent impacts on students  ability to study and teachers  
ability to prepare for classes. The research also suggested 
that soaring rent, which propelled participants to live far 
from the school and commute long distances, impacted 
punctuality, mood, and time for socialising and leisure ac-
tivities, as well as forcing younger teachers to leave the 
city if they wish to establish a family in London. The limita-
tions of our research means that these findings, while eye-
opening, are preliminary and limited. urther research both 
at City and Islington College and beyond would be useful 
to solidify and elaborate the account we have presented.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 4

. ounded in , Citizens U  is a charitable NGO that is a 
coalition of over  community-based organisations including 
schools, mosques, synagogues, churches, trade unions and oth-
ers, with a mission to organise “communities to act together for 

power, social ustice and the common good” (Citizens U , ).
. These include, life  bodily health   bodily integrity   senses, 

imagination and thought  emotions  practical reason  affiliation  
other species  play  and control over one s environment
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5.1 Introduction

London is in the midst of a housing crisis that cuts 
across all income levels. With  private sector rent 
increases over the past decade, it is currently the 
world s third most unaffordable city to live in. This re-
port focuses on one particular group that this is rel-
evant to: students. s London is globally recognised 
as a city that boasts many prestigious universities, a 
significant number ( , ) of international students 
choose London as their preferred option for higher 
education. The city currently ranks first for attracting 
students from all over the world ( ayor of London, 

).  UCL demonstrates this, with students coming 
from more than  countries. owever, although they 
represent about one-third of the student body (UCL, 

), London s university student housing provision 
remains strikingly insufficient. 

In , only  of student halls were privately pro-
vided  by , this had gone up to . It is also 
important to note that in current policy “new student 
accommodation is e empt from the usual requirements 
relating to mi ed use and affordable housing provision” 
(Greater London uthority, , p. ). Therefore, high 
rent levels and lack of availability leads to students 
renting from the private market, forcing them to com-
pete with the rest of the population for affordable hous-
ing (Greater London uthority, , p. ).

esearch into student housing has typically focused 
on the quantitative impact of students on the housing 
market and there has been a lack of sub ective study 
into student attitudes and e periences of their hous-
ing situations. With student accommodation costs in 
London currently absorbing up to  of the ma imum 
loan allocation for U  students, and potentially more 
for international students, we were interested in hear-
ing student voices within this crisis (Osborne, ). 

s a ournalist for the Guardian describes:  

[...] for students the housing crisis can have a 
hugely detrimental effect on life chances, earning 
potential and even their ability to gain a good de-
gree, since students are working more hours than 

ever to even fund their studies. If university is the 
best catalyst for social mobility, sadly the student 
housing crisis is the biggest barrier to equality 
facing aspirational graduates ( oster, ). 

This conte t informed our research within the broader 
listening campaign on the London housing crisis, under-
taken by Citizens U  and supported by Photo oice and 
the Development Planning Unit (DPU). We were interest-
ed in applying an e periential focus to our research, and 
to frame our understandings within a wellbeing frame-
work, in order to re ect the multiplicity of the student 
e perience beyond the familiar notion of affordability. 

5.2 Framework

We chose Sarah White s Integrated odel of Personal 
Wellbeing to guide the analysis of our research findings. 

 very basic definition of wellbeing is “having what you 
need for life to be good” (White, : ). In the past, 
wellbeing was mainly conceived as the amount of ma-
terial resources people had, as measured by income. 

owever, we have applied a wider lens which has incor-
porated sub ective and relational aspects of wellbeing. 

We considered the approach well-suited to our re-
search area, as housing researchers argue that the 
meanings people attach to contemporary housing 
have changed (Clapham, ). No longer understood 
as ust “four walls”, housing is increasingly viewed as 
a means of personal fulfilment whose quality is sub ec-
tively determined. udging from our own e periences 
of student life, as well as our conversations with other 
students, we felt this sentiment to be true of the stu-
dent housing e perience, and this helped to reinforce 
our commitment to a wellbeing framework. 

Wellbeing is a multidimensional concept that takes 
into consideration both ob ective circumstances and 
people s sub ective evaluation of those circumstances. 
These are shaped by the environment in which indi-
viduals evolve. White s approach is best summarised in 
the diagram depicted in igure . .
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The principal domains of wellbeing are depicted in the 
bo es that appear at each point of the central star in 

igure . . These interact with “enabling conditions” in 
the e ternal environment, such as infrastructure, insti-
tutions and services, which are represented by the cir-
cle (White, : ). The dotted lines are lines of pow-
er that represent the fact that wellbeing is not equally 
distributed and some groups tend to be e cluded or 
left behind. The blue spiral represents time and the fact 
that wellbeing is a process. 

or our research, we focused on the domains of well-
being that seemed most relevant to our participants, 
based on the photographs they took and the issues 
they raised in interviews. These were: accessing re-
sources, enhancing physical and mental wellness, sus-
taining close relationships and e ercising agency. or 
our analysis we will focus our attention on how these 
domains interact, as well as taking into account the 
enabling environment. 

5.3 Methodology

The findings of this report are based on qualitative re-
search methods, which aimed to e plore how the hous-
ing situation in London affects student wellbeing. We re-
cruited the participants from the DPU masters cohort, via 
an email call for participation. ifteen students, both male 
and female, volunteered to participate in the pro ect. ll 
were international students who had recently arrived in 
London from countries including China, Taiwan, e ico, 
Colombia, rance and ordan.

The ten-week-engagement involved:

 • Three workshops

 • One individual semi-structured interview with each 
participant

 •  survey of all DPU students  

Participants were asked to complete take-home tasks, 
by taking photographs relating to different aspects of 
housing from their everyday life (for e ample, somewhere 
they feel safe, something they want to change, or photos 
recording a day in their life). The aim was to keep the 
tasks broad enough to enable students to convey their 
feelings towards housing through photos, which would 
generate further inspirations and thoughts without impos-
ing our research aims. s part of the workshops, we held 
group discussions in relation to participant photographs 
and homework tasks, debated their key concerns about 
housing, and reviewed digital storytelling concepts to il-
lustrate key Photo oice techniques ( igures .  and . ).

ll activities we used were based on the Photo oice 
method. This methodology is mainly developed from 

obert Chamber s work on Participatory ural ppraisal 
( ). Burris and Wang ( ) were the first to coin the 
term photovoice , which is described as: 

 process by which people can identify, represent, and 
enhance their community through a specific photograph-
ic technique. It entrusts cameras to the hands of people 
to enable them to act as recorders, and potential cata-
lysts for social action and change, in their own communi-
ties. It uses the immediacy of the visual image and ac-
companying stories to furnish evidence and to promote 
an effective, participatory means of sharing e pertise and 
knowledge. (Burris and Wang, , p. )
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Figure 5.1. Principal domains of wellbeing. Source: White, , p. .
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Our status as both students and researchers was help-
ful to create a head to head dialogic process. This feel-
ing of “shared” struggles meant that we were able to 
identify strongly with the issues raised, and enabled us 
to be re e ive in our research. owever, there were a 
few limitations to our methods. These included limited 
time to probe deeper into participants  views, some 
dropouts from the workshop process, and a low re-
sponse rate on the survey.

5.4 Key Issues

Using Sarah White s wellbeing framework, we analyse 
in this section the participants  interviews, pictures and 
workshops discussions. We structure the analysis ac-
cording to the four domains that we considered most 

relevant to our participants: enhancing physical and men-
tal wellness, sustaining close relationships, accessing re-
sources and e ercising agency. 

Enhancing physical and mental wellness 

Two of our participants said that living near UCL allowed 
them to use alternatives modes of transport, cycling or 
walking, which they felt improved their physical health.  
female participant, for e ample said: “Commuting daily on 
foot has a positive in uence on my life because I don t need 
to think about anything...it s ust like refreshing my mind...a 
break between university life and home life.” This suggests 
that pro imity to university allows students to commute in 
a healthy way both physically and mentally (see igure . ).

This contrasts with the e perience of students who live 
further away and feel the strain of having to think con-
stantly about how to get home, particularly at night. or 
e ample, during our third workshop, a female student 
stated that her location meant she was constantly wor-
rying about commuting home. oreover, she raised con-
cerns, echoed by another participant, around her safety 
and walking home alone at night (see igure . ). 

Figure 5.2. Sorting through photographs at a Photo oice 
workshop. Source: Chapter authors.

Figure 5.3. Discussing photographs at a Photo oice 
workshop. Source: Chapter authors.

Figure 5.4. “Commuting daily on foot has a positive in u-
ence on my life.” Source: Workshop participant.
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urthermore, one participant was so profoundly affect-
ed by their housing situation that they sought psycho-
logical support. In the personal interview this partici-
pant e plained: “In the place I used to live I didn t have 
someone to talk to  I felt I really needed a change 
of environment, I even went to the psychological ser-
vice for this issue.” We can notice how for some stu-
dents a house is more than ust a physical structure, 
and that a lack of close relationships can affect student 
mental health. Student mental health is a significant is-
sue. Data from the National Union of Student s survey 
revealed that  of students across the U  e peri-
enced mental health issues last year (Gil, ). 

Sustaining close relationships

Students  mental wellbeing is also affected due to a 
lack of channels for social connection with the broader 
environment. ccording to the National ealth Service 
(N S, ) building stronger social connections helps 
people feel more secure, gain a greater sense of pur-
pose, belonging and self-worth, which improves overall 
mental wellbeing. 

In this regard, many of our participants e pressed how 
the sense of “home” is closely related to maintaining 
close relationships. They highlighted how having a 
communal living space where they can rela  and social-
ise with friends is very important. One participant said: 
“I like it when there are some people around  It has 

to feel like home.” When re ecting on a photo he took of 
food on a large table, another participant e plained: “It s 
not about the food, it s also about the people who I am 
sharing it with” (see igure . ). We can see how a lack 
of communal spaces has a significant impact on living 
e perience. Students then have to search for alternative 
spaces to foster a sense community as their living space 
cannot always provide this. 

Beyond having spaces to enable social interactions, hav-
ing a social circle was also an important aspect for many 
of the participants. or e ample, some students wanted 
to be able to connect to their home culture. s a female 

Figure 5.5. Getting home at night is a worry to some 
students living further from campus. Source: Workshop 
participant.

Figure 5.6. “It s not about the food, it s also about the 
people I m sharing it with”. Source: Workshop participant.

Figure 5.7. or one participant from China, Chinatown 
was a comfortable place to build a social circle.  Source: 
Workshop participant.
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participant reflected, “For overseas students in London… 
it’s a little lonely. Although I have my flatmates and 200 
Chinese people in my accommodation, I still need a so-
cial circle.” As a result, she enjoyed meeting with other 
Chinese students in Chinatown, where she feels comfort-
able and can build her social circle (see Figure 5.7). 

On the other hand, one student complained that her 
neighbourhood “consists of people of one-type... there 
are not many kids, nor many people from different ethnic 
groups.” As a result, she is considering moving to a more 
diverse area, and expressed the concern that Londoners 
are being pushed out of the city.

It can be inferred that students’ choice of housing can 
be significantly influenced by their sense of belonging to 
the community surrounding them. Due to the fact that 
students in London are highly cosmopolitan, their need to 
build close relationships and have a sense of community 
is particularly relevant. 

Access to resources

Issues of affordability in London pervade both the litera-
ture, the news, and the student experiences described 
in this chapter. While notions of affordability differ widely 
in the literature, with debates about how to define such 
a normative concept, affordability is not merely a charac-
teristic of housing, but exists as a relationship between 
housing and people. This is because for some people all 
housing is affordable, no matter the cost, but for others, 
nothing is (Stone, 2006). 

For the purposes of our research, we have understood 
housing affordability as “an expression of the social and 
material experiences of people... in relation to their indi-
vidual housing situations” (Baer, 1976, p.383). This defini-
tion, which considers how a person’s housing situation 
impacts their ability to participate in other areas of life, 
allows for a deeper examination of the subjective and re-
lational aspects of student wellbeing. 

Participants revealed that their rental costs consumed 
between 50 and 80% of their monthly budget. Table 5.1 
visually reflects the burden that this represents. Managing 
a tight budget is not easy in London, and as we can see 
in Table 5.1, our participants spend most of their money 
on housing, with little left over for transport or food. A fe-
male student stated: “After paying my rent and transport 
I am only left with £7 per day for food.” This finding was 
reinforced by the survey where students reported having 
to live very far away and spend extended time commuting 
just to be able to study at UCL. 

In turn, our research has shown that this cost has played 
a prominent role in student wellbeing. For example, al-
though one participant was pleasantly surprised that her 

North London neighbourhood had been so welcoming, 
she has been unable to make use of the range of social 
spaces available to meet people due to her constrained 
budget. “I don’t go out to different restaurants, or differ-
ent mainstream areas of the city because I can’t afford 
it... because the rent is so high that the money left goes 
to basic needs like food,” she explained. Relating this to 
the wellbeing model, it is clear that the unaffordability of 
her housing situation acted as a key determinant in this 
participant’s access to resources, and restricted her abil-
ity to sustain close relationships, resulting in a diminished 
“sense of belonging” in her local community.

For a male participant, the trade-off for living very close 
to university was that he has to spend 80% of his budget 
on rent: “I have a scholarship that is £1,000 per month, 
and I pay £800 for my rent... But needing to have about 
1,200 pounds just to live each month, I’m running out of 
my savings pretty quickly” (see Figure 5.8). In addition, he 
has to pay rent in cash and does not have a legal contract 
with his landlord, as he has been unable to secure a UK 
guarantor. Notably, during his search for accommodation, 
this landlord was recommended to him by UCL. 

Exercising participation and agency

In the wellbeing approach, an enabling environment is key to 
people’s wellbeing, and as such the ability to impact on that 
environment, for instance through participation in civic activi-
ties, can be seen as crucial. Yet most of our participants felt 
disempowered and unable to improve their housing situa-
tion, particularly because as international students they are 
regarded as temporary residents. In the third workshop, 
we talked with our participants about the Citizens UK cam-
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Table 5.1. Participants’ housing costs. Source: Chap-
ter authors.
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paign. lthough participants showed a genuine interest in 
being involved in a related event, some of them had doubts 
about how much power they really have.  male respondent 
encapsulated these doubts as follows: “Why should they 
hear us ... If I was the ayor I wouldn t.”

Nonetheless, our secondary research has shown that in-
ternational students represent an important asset to both 
London and UCL. Last year London international students 
directly contributed .  billion to U  economy, as well as 
helping to maintain its status as the most international city 
in the world (London irst/PWC,  The Economist, 

). Politicians know the importance of international stu-
dents for the city s economy and image ( ayor of London, 

) and some have argued in favour of offering special 
visa benefits to the student population (Warrell and Parker, 

). Therefore, there would seem to be ample reason 
to listen to international students  housing e periences, 
alongside those of “home” students. It is also important 
to note that, while there may be certain differences in the 
e periences of these two groups, there are also likely to be 
significant overlaps in the challenges they face.

5.5 Conclusion

E amining the relationship between material, sub ective 
and relational wellbeing, it became clear that while there 
is much more to the student housing e perience than 
simply a lack of money to afford it, the e tent to which 
material resources in uenced sub ective and relational 
sense of wellbeing was striking. 

We found that commuting and pro imity to the University 
were closely tied to a sense of physical and mental well-
being, with those living further away e periencing more 
fatigue, and limited participation in their social networks. 

owever, living further away did, in some cases, translate 
into a greater sense of belonging in one s home environ-
ment. Those who lived more centrally tended to make a 
different set of compromises, such as cycling or walk-
ing instead of using public transport, restricting food and 
travel budgets, and feeling less settled in their homes 
or connected to their communities.   common thread, 
however, was that the crisis of affordability of housing in 
London directly inhibited their social and economic par-
ticipation in non-housing-related e penditure. 

Loneliness, together with a lack of sense of community 
and spaces to meet with friends, were important con-
cerns raised by our participants. They considered it es-
sential to have the ability to stay connected with friends 
and feel a sense of belonging. 

oreover, due to their perceived powerlessness as tem-
porary residents of the city, some students demonstrated 
a sense of learned helplessness, and e perienced a lack 
of agency and feelings of empowerment. It is important 
to contrast this finding with the general aim of the Photo-
oice method to foster participation, empowerment and 

voice.  powerlessness to effect change could potentially 
limit student organisation around issues that are impor-
tant to them, which represents a threat to the democratic 
inclusion of students on the national agenda.    

5.6 Recommendations

We have shown that, despite the importance of inter-
national students for London, their e perience of the 
city does not fulfill the multiple dimensions of students  
wellbeing. Therefore, universities and local government 
should aim to enhance their wellbeing, and organisations 
such as Citizens U  should include student housing con-
cerns in their advocacy around this topic. 

London Living Rent

Student inclusion in a London Living ent scheme would 
go a long way to addressing the crisis of affordability 
outlined in this report. With average rents that are out of 
touch with student budgets, a rent linked to financial abil-
ity rather than the market would be much fairer. 

Citizens U  is currently proposing such a scheme in 
its ousing anifesto ( ). This scheme would be 
grounded in the principle that for housing to be afford-
able, it should only occupy up to a third of a person s 
income. While we support this initiative, the language of 
“income” may e clude students from the discussion. s 
students often rely on other means of financial support, a 
London Living ent that included people on “lower budg-
ets” as well as lower incomes might be an improvement. 

Figure 5.8. One participant, spending  of his scholar-
ship on rent, is running out of savings very quickly. Source: 
Workshop participant.
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Dedicated rogue landlord university taskforce

Students currently suffer from tenancy agreements that are 
skewed in the landlord s favour, and they frequently fall prey 
to scams, precarious tenancies and soaring rents. Linking 
up with the ogue Landlord task force proposed by Citi-
zens U , a university task force could strengthen both the 
visibility of support and the capacity of students to e ercise 
their housing rights, while still operating in a larger govern-
ing structure that aims to improve landlord accountability.         

Improve the quality of information supplied to 
students

Students in this pro ect felt strongly that the information 
on accommodation provided by the university was inad-
equate, insufficient or came too late. Lacking awareness 
of what a normal tenancy looks like, and in the rush to 
secure accommodation before or soon after arriving in 
London, students felt very pressured to sign agreements 
they were not familiar with. Students proposed, for e am-
ple, having a more user-friendly design of relevant web 
pages, with more accurate information. 

Further research on student housing by the DPU

Despite being widely involved in urban contestations and 
being situated in central London, where the housing crisis 
is at breaking point, the DPU has generally overlooked 
the housing of its own students in London. With interna-
tional students representing a significant proportion of the 
DPU, and given the evidence we provide on the effects 
that housing has on their overall wellbeing, more research 
and actions in this area are necessary. 
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. Conclusion

The research presented in this report has sought a more 
nuanced understanding of London s housing crisis as 
e perienced by those living, working and studying in the 
city. In particular, it has sought to re ect on the housing 
e perience of distinct groups of north London, moving 
beyond the familiar problem of access and affordability of 
housing to re ect on the meaning of housing in everyday 
life for different sets of people. 

Chapter  draws attention to the issue of homelessness 
through the e periences of guests at Shelter from the Storm, 
a free homeless shelter near Caledonian oad in north Lon-
don. It is argued that stereotypical perceptions of homeless-
ness, and the wider invisibility of the situation, limits the pos-
sibility for the problem to be recognised and acted upon. 
Thus, the findings make a direct link between misrecogni-
tion of homelessness and issues of low representation in 
decision-making, and lack of priority in the redistribution of 
resources. Participants  pictures, though not all featured in 
this report, illustrated the importance of networks, the value 
of safe spaces and issues of recognition and identity. 

The focus of Chapter  is on the relation between mi-
nority group identity and housing e periences. Taking 
into consideration stigmatisation of minority groups, one 
of the key findings was the role that public space plays 
in hindering or facilitating the encounter between differ-
ent groups, and thus promoting meaningful integration 
at the neighbourhood level. Photographs were used by 
participants from yesha secondary school to e press 
their relationship with the built environment, pointing out, 
for instance, the importance of community spaces and 
neighbourhood infrastructure in the city. 

Chapter  addresses how housing opportunities can 
impact on a ust educational system. The research con-
ducted with teachers and students of City and Islington 
College showed that affordability, accessibility and over-
crowding could be a hindrance to education outcomes 
in two respects. On one hand, it is an obstacle to those 
students who have to commute long distances and live in 
overcrowded dwellings, and therefore have less time and 
space to study. On the other hand, there is also a poten-
tial impact on the ability of the College to retain key staff, 
since teachers cannot afford to continue living in the area 
when they settle down to start a family.  Pictures taken 
by students and teachers re ected these issues, with im-
ages representing overcrowding and the unaffordability of 
housing in the area near the college.   

inally, Chapter  discusses the impact of housing on 
the wellbeing of students at UCL.  s the research 
shows, in the last decade, most of the student s ac-
commodation has been privatised, leaving students to 
rely mostly on the private sector to find a place to live. 
This impacts negatively on their wellbeing, not only in 
terms of affordability but also in terms of access, secu-
rity of tenure and the challenge of dealing with some-
times difficult landlords. ental wellbeing was also one 
of the key findings, relating to the need of international 
students for a living space that can be called “home.” 
With very few communal spaces in small housing units, 
spaces of interaction are limited. Student photographs 
covered a range of topics from transport, to home 
space and affordability. 

6.1 Findings in Relation to Housing 
Manifesto Priorities

The ousing anifesto of Citizens U  has identified 
three priorities in relation to the ayoral election  as 
mentioned in the introduction, these are affordability, 
rogue landlords and lack of control over local 
development. Students  research findings lined up 
in many respects with these priorities, but we also 
highlight overcrowding as a matter of priority, since it 
was a key issue for many participants. Overcrowding 
was in fact identified as a priority by North London 
Citizens, but this issue was later left behind in the 
general London prioritisation. 

Affordability 

ffordability is the clearest priority across the four 
groups. It emerges not only as a characteristic of hous-
ing but also as a relational aspect impacting wellbeing 
and the possibility of fulfilling aspirations in other as-
pects of participants  lives.  Data from UCL students 
and City and Islington College shows that participants 
spend around  to  of their income in rent, limit-
ing participants  choices in other aspects of their lives. 
In these cases, difficulty in affording housing near to 
educational institutions not only impacted students 
capacity to study but also the possibility of retaining 
teachers, particularly when schools are in well-located 
areas of the city. 
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Citizens are proposing a London Living ent scheme, 
were rent should not be more than one-third of a house-
hold income. In the findings in Chapter  and , there is 
a concern with the use of “income,” as it may e clude 
students from the discussion. s students often rely on 
other means of financial support, a London Living ent 
that included people on “lower budgets” as well as low-
er incomes might be an improvement. 

Rogue Landlords

The problem of rogue landlords, as defined by Citizens 
U , includes insecure tenancies, rent hikes, neglected 
repairs and discrimination towards tenants. This theme 
was evident across all four chapters of this report, and is 
particularly relevant considering that most participants 
were tenants. City and Islington College and yesha 
Community School emphasised the tensions produced 
in the home space by neglected repairs, such as health 
problems caused by mould, or overcrowding in the re-
maining space when a room in the home is not fit for 
use. In the case of UCL students, some of the findings 
pointed to the precarious situation of students with re-
spect to their tenancy agreements. Linking up with the 

ogue Landlord task force proposed by Citizens U , a 
university task force could strengthen both the visibil-
ity of support and the capacity of students to e ercise 
their housing rights. 

Lack of control over local development 

Lack of control over local development refers to the 
struggle people face in staying in their areas of residence, 
especially in the conte t of displacement by new housing 
pro ects. In line with this, some of the findings from yes-
ha Community School indicate that housing goes beyond 
the home space, e tending into the neighbourhood and 
the availability of adequate public space and infrastruc-
ture.   ore generally, across the groups there seemed to 
be a subtle sense of resignation regarding the possibility 
to e ert agency and in uence, and as such gain more 
control over local development in participants  areas of 
residence. In part, this is because decisions on housing 
development are associated with powerful actors. 

Overcrowding

The findings that have emerged from this report give 
great importance to overcrowding. Particularly, surveys 
conducted in the internal listening campaigns of City 
and Islington College and yesha Community School 
highlighted this issue. In both cases, overcrowding was 
particularly problematic for social housing tenants, and 
we also saw that this problem is magnified among those 
of particular minority identities. 

6.2 Beyond the Scope of the Housing 
Manifesto

In addition to deepening the understanding of the priori-
ties identified for the ousing anifesto by North Lon-
don Citizens, the findings of this report shed light on 
new elements that go beyond the scope of the mani-
festo. lthough we do not intend to solve them here, 
these are important considerations when thinking more 
widely about the implications of housing. 

Homelessness

irst, homelessness is an important aspect of the hous-
ing crisis that has not been address in the manifesto. The 
findings of Chapter  point to the invisibility and, thus, 
misrecognition of the problem of homelessness. ull rec-
ognition of homelessness seems to be the first step in ad-
dressing this situation. While it is understandable that Citi-
zens U  has created a manifesto based on the priorities 
of its members, there is a danger of e cluding the voices 
of homeless people from the platform, perpetuating their 
e clusion from equal recognition as citizens.

Unequal experiences of London citizenship

If we are to address the housing problem, it seems that 
there is an underlying question of who that solution is 
for. This raises comple  questions about what it means 
to be a Londoner, and about who has access to the city 
in what way. It came out strongly in the findings of UCL 
students that although one-third of the student body 
in London comes from abroad, international students 
are regarded as temporary residents, which affects 
their confidence and limits their agency to act on their 
housing situation. In a different situation, students from 

yesha Community School made reference to ways 
in which pre udice based on their ethnic and religious 
background sometimes emerges in everyday con icts 
over infrastructure.  further e ample is the way in which 
policies limiting asylum seekers  ability to work predis-
pose this group to subsequent housing vulnerability and 
homelessness. In asking how citizens can e pand their 
agency in order to act on pressing housing problems, it 
becomes key to address these underlying issues and re-
e amine fi ed ideas of what it means to be a Londoner.  

Housing as a route to other rights

s seen in this report, housing should not be considered 
in isolation but in relation to other elements. Therefore, 
we see opportunities to improve housing as a way to 
access other sets of rights. Education is a clear e ample 
of this, since housing opportunities can hinder or facili-
tate educational outcomes and school staffing. In some 
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cases, such as among international students, the high 
cost of housing restricted access to other resources 
and impacted on quality of life  for students forced to 
live far from campus, this was e pressed in time spent 
commuting, and limited time for study and for sustaining 
relationships with others. 

In closing, housing has become a matter of vital impor-
tance for Londoners, and one of particular importance in 
relation to London s upcoming mayoral elections. In ad-

dition to producing this report s findings, the opportunity 
to actively support the Citizens U  listening campaign 
has allowed us to witness how men and women of dif-
ferent ages, places of origin, and ethnic and religious 
backgrounds want to and do engage in local politics. 
What remains as an important challenge is the question 
of how policy makers can create, enable and foster a 
space to engage with e isting practices of participation 
in the city, and how we can better support organisations 
that form the bridge between these two levels.
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ppendi  : ousing Survey uestionnaire (City and Islington College)

N E   

LOC L E /BO OUG   

W T IS OU  OUSING SITU TION  (tick relevant bo )  

Live in property owned by parents/ 
guardians  Live in property privately rented 

by parents/ guardians   

Live in social housing/council 
property with parents/guardians  

Other

 
  

OW LONG E OU LI ED IN T E E  

DO OU E  OUSING ISSUE  Please tick the description that best fits the issue you are facing or 
use the blank bo  to describe the problem yourself   

Overcrowding  epairs/
condition  Waiting list/

availability   

elocation  ent levels  Neighbourhood 
problem   

Other  

DET ILED DESC IPTION O  ISSUE. Including impact, any action taken and outcome.  

I  T E COUNCIL W NTED TO EDE ELOP OU  E  W T WOULD T E  NEED TO DO TO O  
OU TO BE O  WIT  IT  

What would you be willing to do to contribute to the campaign  

Case study feature 
in report  ttend meeting  Speak in meeting  
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SDP STUDENTS REPORT 2016 - DPU

The Development Planning Unit, University College London, 
is an international centre specialising in academic teaching, re-
search, training and consultancy in the field of urban and region-
al development, with a focus on policy, planning management 
and design. It is concerned with understanding the multi-fac-
eted and uneven process of contemporary urbanisation, and 
strengthening more socially ust and innovative approaches to 
policy, planning management and design, specially in the con-
te ts of frica, sia, Latin merica and the iddle East as well 
as countries in transition.

The central purpose of the DPU is to strengthen the professional 
and institutional capacity of governments and non-governmen-
tal organisations (NGOs) to deal with the wide range of devel-
opment issues that are emerging at local, national and global 
levels. In London, the DPU runs postgraduate programmes of 
study, including a research degree ( Phil/PhD) programme, si  
one-year asters Degree courses and specialist short courses 
in a range of fields addressing urban and rural development 
policy, planning, management and design.

Overseas, the DPU Training and dvisory Service (T S) provides 
training and advisory services to government departments, aid 
agencies, NGOs and academic institutions. These activities 
range form short missions to substantial programmes of staff 
development and institutional capacity building.

The academic staff of the DPU are a multi-disciplinary and multi-
national group with e tensive and on-going research and pro-
fessional e perience in various fields of urban and international 
development throughout the world. DPU ssociates are a body 
of professionals who work closely with the Unit both in London 
and overseas. Every year the student body embraces more than 

 different nationalities.

To find more about us and the courses we run, please visit our 
website: www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/dpu 

MSc Programme in Social Development Practice. The 
central focus of the course is the relationship between active 
citizenship and development, with the recognition that diverse 
identities and aspirations are critical components of social 
change. This course responds to the increasing focus on well-
being and people-cen- tred  approaches, evidenced both by 
the revised policy priorities of many development agencies, 
and the discourses of grass-roots organizations, which ques-
tion market led processes of development. t the same time, 
there is a need to problematize such approaches, given the 
power relations operating at various scales, from the global to 
the local, and the social dynamics of rapidly urbanizing soci-
eties. These concerns highlight the challenge of recognising 
and valuing difference in a way that strengthens, rather than 
fragments, collective action, and ensures universal principles 
of equity. This course offers the opportunity to engage with the 
theoretical and practical implications of promoting well-being 
and citizenship in the conte t of social diversity, e ploring the 
traditional realm of the social sector as entry point to in uence 
wider contestations of rights and citizenship as manifested in 
development initiatives. 

To find more about the course, please visit our website: http://
www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/dpu/programmes/postgraduate/ 
msc-social-development-practice

The BartlettVisit our website
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